
Much Ado About M2
R. W. HAFER

INCE the observed growth rates of the mone-
tary aggregates, M1B and M2, often diverge, mone-
tary policyrnakers, their advisors and “Fed watchers”
naturally question which aggregate is a better
measure on which to focus in conducting monetary

policy.1 The growth rates of these two aggregates
recently have diverged. More specifically, M1B
growth has tended to fall short of the growth range
set by the Federal Reserve Board (6 percent - 8½

percent), while the growth of M2 tended to exceed

its targeted range (6 percent - 9 percent).
This article will provide some direction to the

perennial debate about the monetary aggregates.
The evidence in this-article indicates that the growth
of M1B is influenced relatively less by nonpolicy
activity — that is, it is easier to control — than M2,
and that the growth ofMlB better explains variations
in the pace of economic activity than M2.

M1B AND M2: DEFINITIONS

Table 1 presents the current M lB and M2 defini-
tions.2 The M1B measure is essentially the old Ml
aggregate, except that it excludes demand tie—
posits due to foreign banks and official institutions
and includes various interest—bearing transactions

Uncertainty about which monetai aggregate to use in formu—
lating monetary policy- can be found in the “Record of Policy
Actions of the FOMC’’ throughout the past year. For example:
‘‘In light of the relatively strong growth of M-2 and M-3 and
the suhstantial easing recently in money market conditions, as
well as uncertainties ahout the interpretation of the behavior of
NI—i, the Committee on Febrausy 24 agreed to accept some short-
fall in growth of NI-IA and M-iB from the specified rates. - -

Federal Re,erce B,, lieu ii (April 1981), p318.
Questions about WI, ich aggregate to choose also have appeared

in the popular press. See ‘‘Bad News Markets,’’ “M-F,sn’’ and
Irving Kristol, ‘The Trouhle with Money,’’ each appearing in
the Wall StreetJournal. August26, 1981. See also Robert Haney
Scott, “If Fed is to Control Money, It Must Control All Money,”
A ,uerica u Bauke r, August 26, 1981.

‘Mi B data unadjusted for NOW account shifts are used exclu—
ivel y throughout this article. For furtiser discus Sian of the new

definitions, see B. W. Hafer, “The New Monetary Aggregates,”
this Renew (Fehnsary 1980), pp. 25-32,

accounts, These latter accounts comprise negotiable
order of withdrawal (NOW), automatic transfer from
savings (ATS) and credit union share draft accounts.
In the second quarter of 1981, for example, these in-
terest—hearing deposits accounted for about 16 per-
cent of total M1B, the remainder being currency,
coin and demand deposits. The M1B measure is
commonly considered a transactions definition of
money because each of its components is used pri-
marily as a means of payment.

The M2 measure is much broader than M1B. It
encompasses, in addition to M1B, an array of finan-
cial items not generally employed as a means ofpay-
inent, such as savings deposits and small time
deposits (issued in denominations less than
$100,000). M2 also incorporates deposits that have
not yet been categorized as either purely trans-
actions deposits or nontransactions deposits. These
assets include overnight repurchase agreements
(RPs) issued by commercial banks, overnight Euro—
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dollars issued by Caribbean branches of member
banks to U.S. nonbankcustomers, and money market
mutual hind shares (MMMFs). These accounts as of
July 1981 accounted for about10 percentoftotal M2.

The non-MlB component of M2 is viewed as a
close substitute for other nontransactions financial
assets. MMMFs, for example, are often viewed as a
nontransactions component, even though share-
holders commonly have check-writing privileges.
This feature has prompted questions about sub-
stituting MMMFs for transactions accounts, even
though their “liquidity characteristics are most like
those of savings accounts.”°Two points weaken
the claim that MMMFs are close substitutes for
transactions deposits. First, there are relatively
large minimum denomination requirements (usual-
ly $500 or more) for checks written against these
accounts. Second, checks written on these accounts
must clear through already existing transactions ac-
counts. Consequently, that portion of MMMFs used
for transactions purposes is effectively accounted
for in M1B.

The transactions characteristics of overnight BPs
and Eurodollars remain a mailer of debate. While
some have argued that these assets are close substi-
tutes for demand deposits, others view them as
highly liquid investment items that are not close
substitutes for transactions-type deposits. At this
time, there is no clear consensus.4

HOW CONTROLLABLE ARE
M1B AND M2?

If a monetary measure is to be useful in formu-
lating a policy whose goal is to influence the pace of
economic activity, it must not be influenced unduly
by nonpolicy activity. Failure to meet this pre-
requisite indicates that the measure will be difficult
for the Federal Reserve to control and mayincorrect-
ly signal the impact and direction of current policy.5

Market interest rates, for example, are generally

Thomas D. Simpson, “The Redefined Monetary Aggregates,”
Federal Reserve Bulletin (February 1980), p. 100.

4
The flavor ofthe debate can be gleaned from Richard D. Porter,

Thomas D. Simpson and Eileen Mauskopf, “Financial Innova-
lion and the Monetary Aggregates,” Breokiags Papers on Eco-
nomic ActIvity (1:1979), pp. 213-29.

5For a discussion of this and related issues, see AlbertE. Burger,
1’he Implementation ProblemofMonetary Policy,” thisfteview

(March 1971), pp. 20-30.

ambiguous indicatorsof monetary actions,This is be-
cause they are influenced both by monetary policy
actions and by changes in financial market con-
ditions (such as the demand for and supplyofcredit).
Consequently, it is difficult to discern whether
interest rate changes reflect policy actions or the
combined effectofa host ofother influences beyond
the purview of the Federal Reserve.

MIB, M2 and the Adjusted Monetary Base

To assess the influence of nonpolicy actions on
M1B and M2, it is instructive first to examine the
relationship between these measures and the ad-
justed monetarybase.0 Because the Federal Reserve
induces change in the adjusted monetary base,
primarily through its open market operations, it can
influence directly the expansion or contraction of
bank reserves and, hence, the money stock. To
determine the strength of this influence, the growth
rates ofM1B and M2 were compared with that ofthe
adjusted monetary base using regression analysis.’
The regression results for the period 11/1960-
11/1981 are (absolute value of t-statistics in paren-
theses):

MiB~- —0.396 + 0.921 AMB,
(0.62) (9.48)

= 0.514 SE = 1.95

and
M~2, = 4.82

(4.84)

DW 1.98

+ 0.572 AgIB,
(4.23)

= 0.168 SE = 2.11 DW = 1.98 3 = 0.61

where MIB, ?i42 and AMB are the annualizedgrowth
rates of M1B, M2 and the adjusted monetary base,
respectively, B2 is the adjusted coefficient of deter-
mination, SE is the standard error of the regression,
DW is the Durbin-Watson statistic and ~ is the first-
order serial correlation coefficient,

This evidence strongly suggests that the growth
of M1B adheres more to movements of the adjusted

‘The adjusted monetary base consists of member bank reserves
attheFederal Reserve Banks, currency that is held by the public
and in the vaults of commercial banks and an adjustment for
reserve requirement ratio changes.A more complete discussion
of the adjusted monetary base measure is Ibund in II. Alton
Gilbert, “Revision of the St. Louis Federal Reserve’s Adjusted
Monetary Base,” this Review (December 1980), pp. 3-10.

‘The regression results reported here are similar to those in
John A.Tntom, “MoneyStock ControlUnderAlternative Defini-
tions of Money,” this RevIew (November 1979), pp. 3-9.
Preliminary tests indicate that, unlike Tatom’s results, a lagged
value of the dependent variable Is not statistically significant.
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monetary base — the measure directly influenced by
policy actions — than does the growth of M2. This
is evident in several ways. First, changes in the
adjusted monetary bases growth account for over

SOpercent of the variation in M lB’s growth. In con-
trast, only 17 percent of the changes in M2’s growth
is explained by changes in adjusted monetary base
growth. Second, the estimated point elasticities
between changes in adjusted monetary base growth
and changes in the growth ofM lB and M2 re\-eal that
Xi lB is considerably more sensitive than M2 to
changes in the adjusted monetary base. A 1.0 per-
centage—point change in the growth rate of the
adjusted monetary base leads to a 0.92 percentage—
point change in the growth rate of NI 1B, but only a
0.57 percentage-point change in the growth rate
of M2.8

Interest Rate Influences

Another aspect of the confrollability issue to
investigate is how sensitive the two monetary
aggregates are to changes in market interest rates As
noted previously, interest rates may change for a
variety of reasons, only one of which is a change in
monetary policy. An aggregate exhibiting relatively
greater sensitivity to interest rate changes would be
a less pragmatic choice upon which to base policy
decisions, because a desired, pohcy—induced change
in this aggregate can easily he confounded by non—

policy oriented changes in market interest rates.

To examine this issue, the growth rates of MlB and
M2 are plotted (chart 1) for the period 11/1959-Il/
1981, the full period over which consistent defini-
tions for each measure are available. Chart 1 also
delineates periods during which the :3—month
Treasury bill rate consistently exceeds the Regula-
tion Q ceiling rate on commercial bank savings
deposits liv 100 base points (1 percentage point)
or more. What emerges from an inspection of chart 1
is that the growth of M2 generally tenil.9 to be greater
than that ofM 1B: i)uring this period M lB increased,
on ax-erage, at about a 5.0 percent annual rate while
M2 increased at about an 8.5 percent annual rate.
More important, however, are the relative move-
ments of the measures (luring periods of changing
interest rates.

it should also he noted that a lint—orderserial conelation correc-
ti on is necessary in e stiinati ng tIit’ M2 equation. This rnav s i

gest a 01is specification of thc N i2 er~uation , a ic sri It of not
captu nag the systematic influence of other, unspecified van—
ables. TI is is Ci i-ther evidence in so pport of the base—Nil B
iclation sh , over tl i c’ I ,ase— N-I2 rd atio iiship -

As chart 1 illustrates, during periods in which the
3—month Treasury bill rate exceeds the Regulation
Q ceiling rate on savings deposits, the growth rates
ofM lB and M2 decline and the differential between
the two narrows considerabl . This pattern suggests
that, as the opportunity cost of holding M1B and M2
deposits rises, funds flow out of these measures and
into alternative, higher—yielding assets. During
periods when the Regulation Q ceiling rate is signifi-
cantly greater than the Treasury bill rate, however,
the growth of M2 increases rapidly, much more so
than XI lB. This is because the non—Ni lB components
of M2 now become relatively more attractive to
investors seeking to maximize their interest income.

The relative responsiveness of M2 to changes in
interest rate differentials suggests that M2 growth
is more sensitive than M lB growth to interest rate
movements, simply because M2 includes more
interest—bearing components, such as MMMFs, than
Ml B.

The differential growth rates of NUB and M2
during periods of changing interest rates suggest
that the non—M lB components ofM2 (which recently
accounted for 75 percent of M2) are sensitive to such
influences.0 As seen in chart 1,however, the substan-
tial reduction in the M2-M lB growth differential
evidenced previously does not continue after IV/
1977.

The recent behavior of M2 has been influenced
heavil by the growth in MMMFs,’° Because
MMMFs represent alternative sources of interest
income, their growth (and, consequently, their
influence on N12) fluctuates with market interest rates.
Moreover, the rates paid by MNIN-IFs lag current
market rates. When interest rates paid on competi—
tiye assets such as :3—month Treasury hills rise (fall),

°f!us fact apparently is recognized by in onetar) poi icyniakers-

The ‘‘Record’’ of the February 2-3, 1981, meeting ofthe FONIC
sas: ‘‘Ni embers di We red soniewhat more in their views con—

cenii ng the broader monetary aggregates, in part because of
uncertainty about the potential effects of interest rate relation-
Inps on tIit’ behayi or of the non transaction enni ponent.’ 1’ (‘(It? rat

Bese,-r-e Bulletin (April 1981. p. 315. Even so, the ‘‘Record’’
of the March 31 meeting states: ‘‘In evaluating the behavior of
aggregates, it was agreed that gi-eatee weigh t t/,a he/i’iv wool cI
I w gi ‘en to the behavior ofN 1—2.’’ Fedeeat Bc -scrcc But Ic (iii (Ji ‘lie
1981), p. 501. (italics added.)

‘‘in the report si ib ini tted by the Boan:l of Cove ci ors to tl Ic Jo in

Econoni ic Corn‘iii ttee on NIav 12, 1981 , the i usportai icc’ of the
growth of money in :irket muPm1 funds in explain i rig N12 growtl i

is cIearly recognizerl: ‘‘ ... dxpssn 5 ion in tlid liontransaction
component of M-2 was largely sustained by the resumption of
growth in sl i ares of niori ey market mutual funds. Sncli sisares
accounted for about three-quarters of the growth of Nl—2 be-
tween December 19801 and NI arch 11981],’’ Federal Beserce
Bulletin (May 1981), p. 413.
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therefore, the growth of MMMFs slows (increases),
Chart 2 offers evidence to support this relationship.

Between June and ~‘ovemher 1980, MMMFs
increased $2.8 billion. As illustrated in chart 2, this
period is characterized by an increase in the 3-month
Treasury bill rate of over 650 basis points. In con-
trast, the bill rate dropped over 200 basis points from
December 1980 to March 1981, and MMN1Fs in-
creased about $40 hilhon. Since March, the bill rate
increased to over 16 percent in May, then declined
to about 15 percent in July; the increase in MNIMFs
slowed during April and May, then resumed a rapid
increase as the increase in the bill rate slowed.

The influence of MMMF growth on the growth
rate of N-12 relative to Ni 1 B is amply demonstrated
by recent experience. From June to November 1980,
M1B increased at a 15.3 percent rate while M2 in—

creased at a 12.4 percent rate. Then, from November
1980 to July 1981, a period of restrictive monetary
policy’ (the growth rate ofthe adjusted base fell from
11.5 percent to 4.4 percent over the two periods),
NUB increased at a 4.0 percent rate while M2 in-
creased at an 8.4 percent rate. It is nportant to recall
that from June to November, MMN-iFs increased only
$2.8 billion; from November to July’, however, they
increased $57.3 billion, largely accounting for the
disparate growth between N-I lB and M2.

The evidence presented thus lilr shows NI lB to
he more closely linked than M2 to movements in the
adjusted monetary base. The growth of N-12, on the
other hand, is distinctly more sensitive than NI lB to
alterations in interest rate differentials. This cvi—
dence marks NilB. not M2, as more useful in direct-
ing discussion and decisiorus about monetary policy’.

Chart I
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Chart 2

Relationship Between Money Market Mutual Fund Shares
and the 3-Month Treasury Bill Rate
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M1B. M2 AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

Evidence in the preceding section suggests that
M1B is more controllable (from a policy standpoint)
than M2. The question now to investigate concerns
the relationship between the growth of each mone-
tary measure and the pace of economic activity.
Previous study has demonstrated that changes in the
growth of NI1B and M2 precede fluctuations in eco-
nomic activity measured by changes in nominal GNP
growth.1’ Therefore, the important issue is which
ofthese two measures is more closely related to (i.e.,
explains) movements in the growth ofnominal CNP.

“See F. W. fiafer, ‘‘Selecting a Monetary indicator: A Test of the
New Monetary Aggregates,” this Beeierc (Felmsarv 1981),
pp. 12-18. Nominal CNP is used because it is widely believed
to be the channel th rouugh which nionetary policy variables
directly influence the economy

To examine this issue, equations relating the
growth rate of nominal GNP to the growth rates of
money and high-employment government expendi-
tures were estimated using quarterly data over the
period II/l960~II/l98l.12 The empirical results
are presented in table 2.

The results indicate that both monetary measures
exert a statistically significant impact on the growth
of nominal GNP over a four-quarter period. This is
evidenced by the large t-statistics reported for each
measure, especially for the sum coefficient (tm,). A
considerable difference exists, however, between
the cumulative effect of changes in the growth of
M1B and M2 on nominal GNP growth. The empiri-

‘
tm

See Keith NI. Carlson, ‘‘Money, inflation, and Economic Growth:
Some Updated Rerluced Fnrm Results and Their implications,’’
this Reu:femc (April 1980), pp. 13-19.
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cal results reveal that the cumulative impact ofa 1.0
percentage-point increase in the growth of i-JIB
yields an identical increase in the growth of nominal
GNP within one year. A similar change in M2, how-
ever, leads to only a 0.77 percentage-point increase
in nominal CNP growth. Thus, nominal CNP growth
reacts more completely and rapidly to changes in the
growth rate of NUB than to that of M2. Policy actions
that influence the growth of N-JIB, therefore, will
influence the pace ofgeneral economic activity’ more
than those that affect N12 growth.

Further empirical support for the rmtihty of N-I lB

is found in the equations’ summary statistics. The
overall explanatory power of the M1B equation is
greater than that for N12, indicating a more reliable
relationship. This is evidenced by the larger R2

for M1B (0.41 as opposed to 0.31 for M2). This find-
ing reafflnns the choice ofM lB as the heifer measure
of money to influence nominal GNP growth.’~

CONCLUSION

Evidence has been provided on the current debate
over M1B or M2 as a more appropriate monetary
aggregate to observe in conducting monetary policy.
Two aspects have been examined: (1) How con-
trollable are the aggregates? and (2) How well do the
two measures explain economic activity as measured
by the growth of nominal GNP?

The results presented here indicate that M1B
growth is more closely related to the growth of the
adjusted monetary base, which directly reflects
changes in monetary policy. An analysis of the
influence of changes in market interest rates on the
two measrmres also suggests that the growth of NI lB
is less sensitive than M2 to flrmctuations in interest
rates.

The growth of N-I lB also was shown to better
explain the growth of nominal GNP. Statistical
analysis indicates that a 1 percentage-point change
in the growth of N-I lB results in 1 percentage-point
change in nominal GNP growth, while a similar
change in tile gro\\’th of N-12 does not. Thrms, from
the standpoint of’influencing economic activity-, con—
trollimlg NI lB is preferable to controlling N12.

The upshot is that policymakers wouldl do far
better to concentrate on controlling the growth of
NI lB than to continue tile rather imprecise practice
of attaching varying importance to tile N-I lB and N-12
aggregates whenever their growth rates diverge.

~fhis finrling supports that reported in Keith N-i. Carlson arud
Scott E . Ifcin, ‘ ‘Ninne tan Aggregates as Ni onetarv Inc1 icators,’
this Beufeuc (Novesnber 1980), pp. 12—21
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